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with just carrying" 011 the -daily routine, "but should be required to "-devote some time to acquiring an \iiicierstanding of the general .background and theory,.of his subject, his knowledge being tested once or twice a year by at least a viva wee test. * " . ~. ^ .. ..
-Training for .clerical staff/ioo, is essential, both in the
Secretariat and in other -offices* In "our view, training
through classes'at which people lecture, while it may be
useful, can never, take the place of real organization and
methods work, An experienced and well-trained person
should, sit down in a branch,, see what each clerk is doing.
•mark his faults and show him personally and individually
how he should improve* Selection having been through
a competitive examinatipn, and the recruit having picked
up the procedure of work by actual experience, the bring
ing of faults to notice and the remedying of them can best
be done by personal explanation. After all clerks in a
section have been assisted in this manner, the methods
overseer might gather them round him and talk briefly
about the subject of the work and. the need to eliminate
common errors. Such frank personal approach^ *in which
the overseer puts himself in. the position of the clerk and
shows him how he can work better, is likely to have much
'greater effect than mere theoretical explanation flora a
higher level.	,	,
The judgment of impalpable qualities is always a difficult task? yet, it must be undertaken whenever any important appointment has to be made. It is, then, that the real value of confidential records, provided they have been written as they should have been, becomes clear. One of the,greatest difficulties in Hyderabad is the absence of confidential records. Such as there are? give little help, ftnd, in many cases, there are none. There have, of course, been instiuctions that confidential records should be kept* tod 'that they should give proper assessment .of the qualities of officers, but, like most instructions, they have &dt been carried out. We would suggest that, at a fixed time in the year, -every head of an office be required .to Write a confidential record on all the subordinates working tinder him, that, for gazetted officers, these records should fee .forwarded" through the head of the department'dto Uovtmment, for -noa-gazetted staff,, they should. b& kept Jby the'officer fat charge, himself* and^thai.,,aILfwlts.'wMcli $ likely to "be

